HOW TO
STEAL BORs

WHILE OTHER BROKERS
ARE RESTING
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As an employee benefits broker, you likely breathe a big sigh of relief when your big renewal
season is over. Some brokers take the next weeks or months easy, either taking time off or simply
not aggressively prospecting.
In terms of sales opportunity, this isn’t the best strategy. Though it may seem like Q1 is a slow time
and appropriate to take some time off, you would actually be missing a huge sales opportunity
by doing so. This guide will discuss how to take advantage of that opportunity—while your
competition is resting.

Q1 IS NOT THE TIME TO REST
As discussed in the introduction, many brokers choose to take Q1 slow, or even take time off.
While this is certainly understandable, doing so misses out on a timely sales opportunity. And
keep in mind that if you’re resting, your clients may be vulnerable to brokers who aren’t.
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A GREAT TIME TO GO AFTER NEW BUSINESS
Why is Q1 a perfect time to go after new business? At this time of year more than any other,
there are many employers susceptible to switching brokers. Many have just gone through
their annual renewal, and may not have had the best experience. Early in the year, that recent
unsatisfactory renewal is fresh in their mind, creating a perfect opportunity for brokers who can
offer a superior experience.
In fact, most employers actually dread their annual benefits meeting, so if you have something
better to offer, the opportunity is there. Brokers who still present plan options using
spreadsheets are most vulnerable, as employers typically hate this type of renewal experience,
calling it frustrating, complex and tough to make an informed decision.
A secondary reason that Q1 is a great time to prospect is because you just had a full season of
renewals. First, you can use that experience to strengthen your process or pitch if necessary,
based on elements of your renewal that clients either loved or struggled with. Plus, you’ll have
fresh examples of great renewals that you can use to sell a prospect in a similar industry or
group size.

ENSURE YOU HAVE THE TOOLS TO EXECUTE
The key to this prospecting strategy is demonstrating a superior benefits planning renewal
experience, essentially proving to a prospect why you offer something better than their
incumbent.
If you’re still presenting renewals using outdated spreadsheets, you likely won’t stand apart.
Employers today are looking for easy-to-understand side-by-side visual comparisons, decision
making support, and less complexity (and fewer meetings) in the process. There are modern
technology solutions available that provide that experience and more, differentiating those
brokers who take the leap to provide a better renewal experience.
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CONCLUSION
The best time to prove your approach is superior is when a bad experience is fresh
in the prospect’s mind, which is in Q1 for a majority of employers. While other brokers
are resting or taking it easy, take the opportunity to steal the BOR from prospects who
weren’t happy with their last renewal.
Start your sales year strong with this unique prospecting strategy.
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